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We are proud of everything we have 
accomplished with both Erika Lust 
Films and The Porn Conversation, 
none of which would be possible 
without the support we receive from 
you, our community of passionate 
supporters, “but we recognize that this 
is just the beginning of our work”. We 
are committed to ethical business 
practices and creating resources that 
benefit our society and look forward 
to the impact our mission will have on 
the future of sex education and porn 
to come. Thank you for being a part of 
#ThePornConversation.

A MESSAGE FROM
OUR FOUNDERS

Pablo Dobner

H E  /  H I M

Erika LustS H E  /  H E R

https://erikalust.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pablodobner/?originalSubdomain=es
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pablodobner/?originalSubdomain=es


       EDUCATION & EMPOWERMENT

Social impact through education is at the heart of our 
project. Through the use of a porn literacy framework, 
we educate people on how to think about, analyze, and 
evaluate the porn they consume to empower informed 
decisions through providing free and easily accessible sex 
education curricula and conversation guides.

       BUILDING COMMUNITY

We are stronger together. Building our ambassador 
programs of diverse voices that align with our mission is 
important to our success. Together we provide a space for 
sex-positive conversations that encourage a safe space 
for all.

       SHIFTING THE GAZE

Through acknowledging the impact free online porn has 
on one's understanding of sex, sexuality and respectful 
relationships, we aim to create a movement that inspires 
conversation using a pleasure-positive and critical 
approach to porn consumption while reducing shame 
and curiosity about sex.
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OUR IMPACT

PILLARS

https://thepornconversation.org/become-ambassador
https://thepornconversation.org/become-ambassador


Where is

HAPPENING
THE PORN CONVERSATION

Globally, three in every six people are 
exposed to free online porn in their 
lifetime. While only one in six people 
claim to have received comprehensive sex 
education within their lifetime. When you 
have The Porn Conversation, you help 
shift this statistic.



“Lust’s curriculum isn’t just 
for young people. She provides 
information for parents to learn 
about sex themselves because 
often they didn’t have access to sex 
education when they were younger.”

“The Porn Conversation guides are 
easy to understand and provide my 
partner and I with concrete keys for 
exchanging with our children.”

“Thank you for this brilliant and 
important work. The inclusion in The Porn 
Conversation is authentic - not additive. 
Talks about disability, power, abortion, and 
is easy to read and implement.”

“Although most parents agree 
that sex education is necessary, 
they often fail to talk about sex 
at home,’ says Erika Lust, ethical 
porn creator and founder of The 
Porn Conversation. Providing age-
appropriate comprehensive sex 
education for young people is 
fundamental for their development, 
yet it is absent in many school 
curricula.”

“Addressing porn’s potentially 
harmful messaging and 
misinformation has fallen on parents, 
who have few resources to help 
them do so successfully. Erika Lust 
launched The Porn Conversation, an 
online tool with age-specific guides 
and resources for exactly that.”

“The Porn Conversation was born 
with the idea of preparing teachers 
and families to face this training 
process without improvising, with all 
the necessary documentation for a 
good sexual education that allows us 
to open our minds and enjoy.”

“By acknowledging porn, it 
immediately becomes less shameful 
and opens up a dialogue, which leads 
to healthy, active learning!”

- WIRED

- Lily-Mary, parent to 8-11 year olds
- Caitlin, educator to 12-15 year olds

- METRO

- MASHABLE

- REVISTA YOUNG

- LEMON

PRESS   TESTIMONIALS

feedback   from  OUR COMMUNITY

https://www.wired.com/story/the-fut ure-of-sex-ed-is-the-internet/?utm_ source=onsite-share&utm_medium =email&utm_campaign=onsite-shar e&utm_brand=wired
https://metro.co.uk/2022/03/09/how-to-talk-about-porn-with-your-children-and-teenagers-162324 49/
https://revistayoung.es/2022/09/08/ sexologia/the-porn-conversation-u na-herramienta-para-liberar-el-sexo /



